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The lyrical content of female performed country songs was 
evaluated in this study. Female soloist perfonner's songs ranking 
in the top hits of each year between 1950 and 1989 were examined. 
After indepth research into the history of country music and 
the female role in country music, several songs performed by 
females and listed as hits between the years 1950 and 1989 were 
analyzed. The characteristic found in most female songs was 
relationships with men and family and how women react to the 
positive and negative aspects of these relationship. 
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This publication is dedicated to the warren of country music 
from yesterday and today who have made career opportunities 
in country music rrore assessable to women. This is especially 
dedicated to the legend in country music whose career was ended 
too soon by a tragic plane crash: Patsy Cline. She has been 
an inspiration to me during the research of this thesis and 
my desire to sing country music. 
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One last note to Joe Straka: You're behind ••• 
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Women have made careers for themselves in all facets of 
business in the last 40 years. The carrnunication field is just 
one area women have excelled. we find female newscasters and 
radio announcers a part of every day life. Women have also 
excelled in the corrmunication of lyrics: music. All forms 
of music can be studied to explore women's contributions in 
this field. However, this study will concentrate on women's 
carrnunication through the lyrics of country music. 
There have been few studies about country music and even 
fewer, if any, solely about the study of wanen in country music. 
Throughout the long history of country music women have progressed 
from token band members to superstar soloists. With this change 
in status comes a change in lyrical content. This content, 
or musical conmunication, has given women a chance to speak 
to society through music. What is it that -women sing about 
and what changes have taken place since women began solo careers 
in country music? These questions are answered in the study 
that follows. 
In order to answer these questions, it is important to 
understand where country music came from and how women have 
evolved as country music perfonners. The final analysis of 
female soloist's hits will be confined to the years 1950 to 
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1989. These dates were chosen because women did not hit the 
Billboard charts until the 1950s and 1989 gave the study an 
even 40 year span. The Billboard charts were chosen as the 
main source of songs because they supplied the largest selection 
of hits available in a concise form. 
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The History of Country Music 
Country music has gone through many changes since its 
inception in the United States. These changes have been labeled 
by Charles T. Brown (1986) as follows: Hymns, Hillbilly Music, 
Singing Cowboys and Country SWing, Honky-Tonk Music, Rockabilly, 
The Nashville Sound, The Folk Revival, Experimental Country, 
and finally, the country we know today, The New Country. As 
this music evolves, it is imp::>rtant to watch for lyrical changes 
reflecting the industry and society. This could include changes 
in transp::>rtation from the horse to the railroad and changes 
in the female role in society. After a brief over view of the 
history of country music, this research will begin to explore 
the role women have played and continue to play in country music. 
Country music can be traced as far back as the early settlers 
of the United States. Although their music set the tone for 
country music, it was far from what the music has evolved to. 
One imp::>rtant factor has become a steadfast rule for country 
music: The message of the words is considered more imp::>rtant 
than the music itself (Brown, 1986). 
As the United States was being settled, people began to 
settle in rural carmunities isolating themselves from urban 
settlements. This is where country music got its name. These 
country settlers, often referred to as Hillbillies, began to 
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use their music as a way to carmunicate their way of life. 
The message was often about the hard life of the hills (Marek, 
1961). The carmunication was a very personal thing, passed 
on fran one generation of a family to the next, and performed 
largely for personal or neighborly fun ("The Country Songwriting," 
1963). 
Not until the early 1900s did country music become accepted 
by the general public. The invention and growth of the radio 
gave country music an opportunity for its message to be heard 
by more than just friends and family (Whetmore, 1991). Jirrmie 
Rodgers was a true pioneer during this time as he mixed his 
Anglo-Appalachian folk music with black blues, jazz, and other 
urban pop forms (carr, 1988). "He became the first recording 
artist to parlay authentic, rurally grounded music into genuine 
big-league national stardom" (carr, 1988, p. 490). 
The carmunication of the early 1900s was generally centered 
around love. The message was nostalgic and sentimental, sometimes 
happy and sometimes sad (Macon, 1975). The 1930s and 1940s 
took country music away f ran the realism Rodgers sang about 
and opened the door to escapism. The true stars of this style 
were the singing cowboys and cowgirls in film (Gentry, 1968). 
The messages of the cowboy songs were built on and out 
of fantasy (carr, 1988). 
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It spoke in grand themes of courage, love of nature, and 
of an idyllic fantasy cowboy life that had already been 
codified by the close of the previous century: a life, 
free and unfettered, in which a man lived or died by his 
own skill and resources, in harmony with the glory and 
majesty of nature around him, answering to nothing but 
the innate goodness of nature's own code (Green, 1988, 
p. 113). 
This figure symbolized a hero, always optimistic, always 
saving the day (Brown, 1986). Here the moviegoers could dream 
their daily concerns away with the help of the singing cowboy 
while others were dancing theirs away to the western swing sound. 
Western swing, unlike the singing cowboy, is dance music 
first and foremost. Night clubs were filled with audiences 
ready to dance their cares away. The musicians played not only 
for the dancers, but also for the challenge of improvisation. 
This music brought tremendous growth to the musical content, 
not the lyrical content, of country music (Green, 1988). 
Western swing is an instrumental music; whatever is being 
sung is secondary to the dance feel. The music of the 
singing cowboys is lyrical music involving the mind and 
imagination in active imagery, with scant thought to how 
well it keeps the toes tapping (Green, 1988, p. 148). 
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The early 1940s brought World War II and a growth in the 
popularity of country music. In 1944 the U.S.O. polled GI's 
in Europe to determine the most popular singer and Roy Acuff's 
name was listed the most. Country music was being played on 
wind-up record players. The Chinese even used the music in 
an attempt to make the American troops homesick, "or maybe it 
was their idea of torture. For whatever reason, they set up 
giant speakers and boomed ditties like 'You Are My Sunshine' 
across the valleys in the long watches of the night" (Hurst, 
1966, p. 272). 
World War II played an important role in the growth of 
the country music listening audience, but it also played a major 
roll in changing country music. In the prewar era, family groups 
sang of mother, sweethearts, religion, home, Victorian sentiment, 
and various tragedies. The sound was soft and rural. In the 
postwar era, honky-tonk bands addressed such previously taboo 
topics as infidelity, alcohol, and divorce. WJrnen that had 
been working during the war were more independent and unwilling 
to trade their new life for the life of a housewife. Romantic 
relationships became unstable as men returned home from war; 
the divorce rate soared. America became a mobile society, rootless 
and restless. Drinking, dancing, sex, and high living no longer 
seemed so sinful. Even the women who had scorned the drinking 
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man no longer thought the neighborhood bar was a den of iniquity 
(Oerrnann, 1988). This was the era of Honky-Tonk music. 
By the 1950s, however, country music was left in the dust 
by the new sound of Rock 'n' Roll. Country music would not 
make a strong come back until the late 1950s with the Nashville 
Sound. Chet Atkins and Owen Bradley were two of the greatest 
master minds behind this new sound (Portis, 1966). They performed 
a marriage of country and pop. They took out the squonking 
fiddle, steel guitar, and overall whiney, draggy sound of hard 
country and replaced it with sophisticated new chord progressions, 
piano, drums, choral voices, and anything that struck their 
fancy to create uptown country (Duff, 1964). This change created 
a torch country sound that was perfected by the legendary Patsy 
Cline. 
Although this sound lasted well into the seventies, the 
image was fake. It was carefully formulated, inoffensive music 
designed to appeal to fans of pop music, while still retaining 
enough of a country identity to make it on juke boxes in the 
honky-tonks (Carr, 1988). The music was a middle-of-the-road 
sound hoping to please everyone. And it did. The Nashville 
Sound sold records and got nation-wide acceptance for country 
music. 
But the true country musicians were uncomfortable with 
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the sound (carr, 1988). Even Patsy Cline was reluctant to sing 
the songs that made her famous throughout the years. She wanted 
to sing the old country (Nassour, 1989). This new music had 
forgotten the true message of country music; to tell a story. 
It was too corrmercialized and musically sophisticated. True 
country musicians wanted to do things the old way, but the record 
producers were in charge now and they were out to make money 
first and foremost. This new, uptight generation of country 
musicians went underground with their music as they entered 
the era of the 1960s (Carr, 1988). 
During this time country music became the music of the 
"squares" (carr, 1988, p. 508). It wasn't cool to listen to 
country music. What was in was the revival of folk music with 
california being the place to record. This did not please 
Nashville and they rebelled. Nashville was not interested in 
accepting the new youth values of the hippies. Country music, 
in their opinion, was being threatened by this new sound (Carr, 
1988). Nashville's answer was a revival of the old country 
music and the honky-tonk sound (Mason, 1985). 
Success during the 1960s and 1970s could also be found 
in the revival of the cowboy. But this cowboy was not like 
the first singing cowboys, instead he or she was an outlaw. 
This era in history had moved a huge segment of the American 
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population into psychological if not operational opposition 
to the law, to the point where the crusading outlaw was in fact 
a more generally appealing figure than the repressive lawman. 
The music reflected this ideology and the war between the hippie 
and the country musicians began to recede into history (carr, 
1988). 
The feud was over, the uptight bubble had burst, and this 
new creative music that communicated rebellion was in full gear. 
But such a fierce fire couldn't last long, and it didn't. By 
the end of the 1970s the music and its fad had died. Never 
the less, this stage in country music made important strides 
in exposing the sound of country music to the younger generation. 
Those who once thought country music was not cool, were now 
looking at these artists as real musicians and people with concerns 
and sensibilities something like their own (carr, 1988). Country 
music was once again accepted. 
This acceptance continued as country music became influenced 
by other forms of music including folk, classical, jazz, and 
pop music in the 1970s and 1980s. This became the era of country 
fusion or experimental country. Improvisation in the studios 
with new equiµnent and talented artists became a regular 
occurrence. Today, the early 1990s, country music is at an 
all time high and is currently the music America prefers (Painton, 
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1992). With all the change and growth in country music, it 
has still managed to hold on to its heritage and has honored 
its tradition while creating new ones (Mason, 1985). 
The Country Music Message 
From the beginning of country music, the words were considered 
more important than the music itself (Brown, 1986). The music 
and lyrics were often listened to in small gatherings; a personal 
experience. Because of this, Rogers (1989) considered country 
music a form of interpersonal cormnunication. As country music 
has developed throughout history, the overall message and the 
interpersonal approach has been an important anchor in the heritage 
of country music. It is i.rnp::>rtant, therefore, to explore the 
country music message and the channels used to disseminate this 
interpersonal cormnunication. 
The comnunication process is " ••• a system that involves 
an interrelated, interdependent group of elements working together 
as a whole to achieve a desired outcome or goal" (Barker, 1984, 
p. 5). The six stages of this process are (a) source, (b) message, 
(c) channel, (d) receiver, (e) feedback, and (f) gatekeepers 
(Rogers, 1989). Each of these stages will be explored with 
the major emphasis being the message of country music. 
The source of country music can be one, two, or several 
people. The source most often recognized by listeners is the 
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artist who perfonns the lyrical message, not necessarily the 
songwriter. '!he songwriter(s) is the original source of the 
message. He/she will perform the message or sell it to a 
performer. Either way, the performer must take that message, 
make it his/her own, and carmunicate the story with feeling 
and sincerity. This often gives the songwriter less control 
over the final product than the singer (Rogers, 1989). 
'!his may be frustrating to some songwriters as they have 
mastered successful carmunication techniques in order to have 
their message heard. They "WOrk hard to create a three minute 
message that will get the audience's attention, set the scene 
for a situation, describe that situation, and make certain the 
story is told. '!he "WOrds are generally easy to understand and 
produce emotional reactions in the listener enticing them to 
actively seek out this message again. '!he key to a songwriter's 
success is in his or her ability to articulate these emotions 
in a message that appeals to an audience (Rogers, 1983). Oddly 
enough, it was once thought that country songs were the product 
of amateur writers. Today, of course, we know there is no validity 
at all to such a point of view ("The Country Songwriting," 1963). 
However, the control of the singer can change the 
interpretation of a song and leave the songwriter's original 
intent behind. Tan T. Hall experienced such a problem when 
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Jeannie c. Riley changed the word "that" to "my" during the 
recording of "Harper Valley P.T.A." 
"Harper Valley P.T.A." tells the story of a mother who 
did not like being ridiculed by her daughter's school P.T.A. 
After receiving a letter fran the P.T.A. explaining why she 
was an unfit mother, she marched down to the meeting and let 
the members know of the inappropriate behaviors of other members 
of the P.T.A. The story teller is the one singing the song 
with the lyrics ending as follows: "No I wouldn't put you on 
because it really did, it happened just this way, the day .!!!Y 
Mama socked it to the Harper Valley P.T.A. The day .!!!Y Mama 
socked it to the Harper Valley P.T.A." (Hall, 1967). Jeannie 
C. Riley made this song recognizable as a "WOITian's song by singing 
".!!!Y Mama" instead of "that Mama" as originally written. For 
this reason Tom T. Hall has never recorded it or sang it in 
concert (Rogers, 1989) 
Sometimes the words may stay the same, but the carmunication 
may cane out differently. Willie Nelson wrote "It's Not Supposed 
to Be That Way" as a poignant statement about his daughter growing 
up in his absence, but Waylon Jennings's interpretation of the 
lyrics encourages the listener to visualize a -wanan about to 
visit her lover. This difference of interpretation has made 
the singer a reliable source as he has made the message his 
own (Rogers, 1983). 
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So what does the songwriter write about? Jirrmie Rogers 
(1989) used content analysis to analyze the top ten country 
songs from 1965 to 1980 and was able to divide the messages 
into categories: (a) Relationship songs, and (b) Livin' songs. 
Relationship songs can be divided into hurtin' love songs, happy 
love songs, and cheatin' songs. Livin' songs can be divided 
by how a person lived, is living, or wishes to live. 
Relationship Songs 
Hurtin' love songs 
Nearly three out of every four popular country songs are 
about love and relationships. This broad category has been 
divided and subdivided for closer observation. Hurtin' love 
songs are very popular relationship songs. Rogers (1989) divided 
them into four categories: (a) faded love songs, (b) sanebody 
done sanebody wrong songs, (c) worried love songs, and (4) 
frustrated love songs. 
Faded love songs 
Faded love songs may tell a story about a past relationship, 
or the story may relate a passive and hopeless tale of longing 
and despondency. Sometimes the source takes responsibility 
for the pain, but will continue to hurt while showing no other 
reaction. Or, the one who is hurting could take some action 
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to overcome or diminish the pain of this lost love. Sane good 
examples of this type of message can be seen in Patsy Cline's 
"I Fall to Pieces." The woman in this song is unable to accept 
the broken relationship as she "falls to pieces each time she 
sees him again" (Cochran & Howard, 1960). This woman tells 
an emotional story of a lost love (Rogers, 1989). 
An example of a woman taking responsibility for the loss 
can be found in Barbara Mandrell's "Sleeping Single in a Double 
Bed. " She tells a story of how she was wrong, but does nothing 
to change the hurt. 
Sleepin' single in a double bed, 
thinkin' over things I wish I'd said. 
I should've held you, but I let you go; 
now I'm the one sleepin' all alone. 
(Morgan & Fleming, 1978). Ricky Van Shelton's "Somebody Lied" 
tells the story of a man who is trying to overcome the pain 
by showing her picture and crying public. When the woman he 
is mourning over confronts him about his behavior he insists 
"somebody lied." Others may beg for forgiveness ("Hello Darlin'"), 
threaten to retaliate, lie to hide the pain ("She Thinks I Still 
care"), or drink ('l\vo More Bottles of Wine") (Rogers, 1989). 
Somebody done somebody wrong songs 
The somebody done somebody wrong songs are mainly concerned 
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with the effects of the hurting act. The primary reason in 
these songs for feeling wronged is that scmeone has been untrue. 
Drinking is generally named as the cause rather than the reaction 
to the hurt in these songs. Some good examples include "What 
Made Milwaukee Famous Made a Loser out of Me" and "Whiskey, 
If You were a Woman." This song states that it is easier to 
fight another "WOman for a man's devotion than canpete with liquor. 
Although it is apparent the man is doing her wrong, the "WOman 
refuses to blame the man. These songs blame the problem on 
drinking (Rogers, 1989). 
Sanetimes assertive action is displayed toward the one 
who is doing the wrong. Tarrrny Wynette's "Stand By Your Man" 
tells the story of a man that has done his "WOman wrong, but 
she stands by him because "after all, he's just a man" (Wynette 
& Sherrill, 1968). Loretta Lynn takes a different view point 
by telling her man "Don't Come Home A-Drinkin' (With Lovin' 
on Your Mind) • " 
No, don't cane bane a-drinkin' with lovin' on your mind 
Just stay out there on the town and see what you can find 
•cause if you want that kind of love, 
well, you don't need none of mine 
So don't come bane a-drinkin' with lovin' on your mind. 
(Lynn, 1966) or "Your Squaw is on the Warpath" (Rogers, 1989). 
That firewater that you've been drinking 
Makes you feel bigger 
But, Chief, you're shrinking 
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Since you've been on that love-making diet. 
(Lynn, 1968). 
worried love songs 
Rather than facing the problem, some "WOrried love songs 
suggest that it is better to remain uninfonned. "Talking in 
Your Sleep" finds a young woman waiting for her love to reveal 
information in his sleep instead of asking him while he is awake. 
Three o'clock in the morning and it looks like it's gonna 
be another sleepless night. 
I've been listenin' to your dreams and gettin' very low 
"WOnd'rin' what I can do. 
Maybe I'm bein' foolish 'cause I haven't heard you mention 
anybody's name at all. 
How I wish I could be sure that it's me that turns you 
on, each time you close your eyes. 
I've heard it said that dreamers never lie. 
You've been talkin' in your sleep. 
Sleepin' in your dreams with some sweet lover. 
Holdin' on so tight; lovin' her the way you used 
to love me. 
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Talkin' in your sleep with lovin' on your mind. 
(Cook & Woods, 1977). "She's Acting Single (I'm Drinking Double)" 
tells of a man who only suspects his love is no longer interested. 
He takes to the bottle instead of confronting her about the 
situation (Rogers, 1989). 
Other songs in this category take advantage of the joy 
they have left, knowing the future is filled with unhappiness. 
"I'd Rather Be Sorry" tells the story of a man who knows he 
will probably end up hurt, but he is willing to be "sorry for 
something (he's) done than for sanething that (he) didn't do" 
(Kristofferson, 1967). The Gatlin Brothers' "I Wish You Were 
Someone I Loved" takes a different approach to the worried love 
songs. Here the source lets the other know there is reason 
to be worried. The man in this song thought the physical 
attraction would be enough to love her, but he lets her know 
it is not (Rogers, 1989). 
Prior to 1975 popular worries for men included losing a 
woman to another man, another more exciting way of life would 
lure the woman away, or the ma.n's insensitive behavior would 
force the woman to terminate the relationship. The most popular 
worries for woman included the fear of another more exciting 
and satisfying woman enticing the man to leave, the fear of 
losing the man to a different lifestyle such as honky-tonk, 
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or the fear of being alone. Generally these worries put blame 
on a weak man or a devil woman. After 1975 the worries were 
similar, but the blame was transferred to the partner who was 
looking rather than being pursued (Rogers, 1989). 
Frustrated love songs 
The final category of hurtin' love songs is frustrated 
love songs. These songs relate situations where one or more 
persons are without love or where accessibility to a lover is 
denied by sane barrier. Emphasis is on the dissonance caused 
and displayed by the individuals rather than on the barrier. 
cultural barriers are described in Buck Owens' version of "Made 
in Japan." An American military man in Japan falls in love 
with a Japanese woman. The couple cannot marry because her 
parents do no approve of marrying out of their culture. Another 
example is "Dear Uncle Sam" by Loretta Lynn. This song is about 
a wanan writing letters to Uncle Sam expressing her loneliness 
for her lover and asking that he be sent hane. The song concludes 
with the woman reading the first line of a government telegram 
informing her he is dead. Moral conflict can be found in Tammy 
Wynette's "Womanhood" as she sings "I am a Christian, Lord, 
but I'm a woman too" (Rogers, 1989). 
Loneliness is another conflict found in these songs. Sex 
is often used as a buffer to ease the pain. By the mid-seventies 
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not only men were speaking about one night stands, but woman 
were having sane of their own. wanen began singing about the 
use of bars and honky-tonks for play grounds or hunting preserves. 
Loretta Lynn came out with one of the first songs to mention 
the sexual desires of a woman in "Sanebody Sanewhere." 
Sanebody somewhere don't know what he's missin' tonight 
Lord here sits a woman just lonesome enough to be right 
For lovin' and leavin' how I need someone to hold tight 
Sanebody somewhere don't know what he's missin' tonight 
(Dillon, 1976). Men responded to these songs with new 
frustrations. Mickey Gilley sings about a woman warmly loving 
him and then abruptly leaving him as he lies troubled in the 
bed alone in "overnight Sensation" (Rogers, 1989). 
The taste of love still in my mouth, 
The place beside me where she lay is still damp and warm 
And I know before the day is through, 
She'll give her love to saneone new, 
And she'll be stayin' overnight in saneone else's arms. 
(McDill, 1975). 
Hurtin' love songs are directed to the listener. The listener 
plays an important part even if the source is speaking to the 
one causing the pain. In hurtin' songs the source often provides 
personal, self-disclosing statements to an audience. This practice 
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signifies that the singer feels a close bond with the listeners, 
much like the relationship that exists between close friends. 
Different from this, we have happy songs that are directed at 
a loved one and are only meant to be overheard by the outside 
world or audience (Rogers, 1989) 
Happy love songs 
Rogers (1989) broke down happy love songs into six categories: 
(a) together again, (b) somebody special, (c) behind closed 
doors, (d) pretty world, (e) love or something like it, and 
(f) trip to heaven. 
T?gether again songs 
The together again songs tell of a healed breach. Dolly 
Parton's "You're the Only One" tells the story of a woman leaving 
her man only to return realizing he was the only one for her. 
She rejoices in their reunion (Rogers, 1989). 
Somebody special songs 
A lover is praised in somebody special songs. Anne Murray 
gives praise to someone for making her feel needed and special 
in "You Needed me." 
You gave me strength to stand alone again. 
To face the world, out on my own again. 
You put me high, upon a pedestal, 
So high that I can almost see eternity. 
You needed me, you needed me. 
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(Goodrum, 1975). Ronnie Milsap assures the woman he is seeing 
that she won't be hurt in "(I'm a) Stand By My woman Man" (Rogers, 
1989). 
I'm a stand by my woman man. 
Our world turns around a little gold band, 
and love leads us through life, 
hand in hand. 
I'm a stand by my woman man. 
We fall asleep at night thinking "Ain't love grand." 
That's why I'm a stand by my woman man. 
(Robbins, 1976). 
Behind closed doors songs 
Behind closed doors songs speak about relationships fulfilling 
a personal goal or dream. Conway Twitty's "(I Can't Believe) 
She Gives It All To Me" is a good example of this type of happy 
love songs, or "Behind Closed Doors" by Charlie Rich tells how 
a woman has satisfied his dreams in their private life (Rogers, 
1989). 
And when we get behind closed doors, 
then she lets her hair hang down, 
and she makes me glad I'm a man; 
Oh, no one knows what goes on behind closed doors. 
(O'Dell, 1973). 
Pretty 'WOrld songs 
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Sanetimes the happiness of love can create a rose colored 
"WOrld. The pretty 'WOrld songs tell of a lover lost in euphoria. 
These songs generally deal with a magnitude of a feeling rather 
than with an individual or situation. Wayne Stewart reveals 
his happiness in "It's Such a Pretty World Today" (Rogers, 1989). 
Torn T. Hall sings about all the things he loves, including his 
wanan, in "I Love." 
I love honest smiles, kisses fran a child 
Tanatoes on a vine and onions 
I love winners when they cry, losers when they try 
Music when it's good and life 
And I love you, too. 
(Hall, 1973). 
Love or sanething like it songs 
When a search for love has ended in sane degree of 
satisfaction the song is categorized as love or sanething like 
it. Conway Twitty speaks of this satisfaction in "I've Already 
Loved You In My Mind." "Love or Sanething Like It" by Kenny 
Rogers typifies the "hot pursuit" of love by describing the 
scene, the techniques employed to entice the object of the search, 
and the reaction to the success (Rogers, 1989). 
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Show me a bar with a gCXJd-looking we.man then just get out 
of my way 
Turn on the jukebox, I'll show you a song you should play 
Sooner or later, a few shots of bourbon, I'll think of 
sanething to say. 
Whoa, I can take or leave her, I'd like to take her away. 
Liquor and music, a gCXJd canbination, if you've got love 
on the brain. 
I never knew two \'JOillen who acted the same 
Some want to drink first and some want to just sit and 
talk 
Whoa, it's two in the morning, I'm running and she wants 
to walk 
Sanething's got a hold on me 
It's cheap but it ain't free 
Love or sanething like it's got a hold on me. 
That's when I asked her, my place or your place, I hope 
I'm not out of line 
I asked the wrong thing to just the right woman this time 
She knew a hotel, she even had a name we could sign 
Whoa, the cheaper the grapes are the sweeter the taste 
of the wine. 
(Rogers & Glassmeyer, 1978) 
Trip to heaven songs 
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Finally we come to the trip to heaven songs. These songs 
speak of the thrill of the physical aspect of love. Conway 
'!Witty's "You've Never Been This Far Before" is a celebration 
of sexual love with no guilt. Dolly Parton's "Baby I'm Burning" 
is another good example (Rogers, 1989). 
This red hot emotion puts fireworks in motion. 
It looks like the Fourth of July. 
There's no use in fighting this fire you've ignited. 
Just stand back and watch the sparks fly. 
Baby, I'm burnin' out of control; 
Baby, I'm burnin' body and soul. 
Hot as a pistol, with flamin' desire; 
Baby I'm burnin', you've got me on fire. 
(Parton, 1978) 
Cheatin' songs 
The final category of relationship songs did not show up 
until 1948. This is when cheatin' songs became readily available 
to the buying public. Jirrrny Wakely and Margaret Whitings had 
the first popular cheatin' song entitled "One Has My Name and 
The other Has My Heart." Early cheatin' songs were careful 
to depict the thoughts of the listeners. The messages were 
vague and the rationalizations were weak. The protection of 
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the home, especially the wife and children, was believed to 
be important to the audience. The other woman was depicted 
as being out to get a weak-willed husband. She was often 
associated with the Devil and was interested in sex with numerous 
men. The woman at home was characterized as the long-suffering, 
forgiving, and private person who would keep her pain to herself 
or she was someone to be blamed for the man's extramarital behavior 
because she cheated first (Rogers, 1989). 
Early cheatin' songs gave justifications for the sins, 
but later the songs began to treat affairs as a sin worth the 
cost and offered no justification other than pleasure for the 
act. Early cheatin' songs blamed the woman for letting the 
fire die in the relationship therefore giving the man reason 
to cheat (Rogers, 1989). 
Metaphors such as fire were often used to describe passion 
or a burning desire. The banked fires described temperate 
relationships, the dying fires were used for faltering 
relationships, and the roaring fires described intense 
relationships. The language was vague and simple, but the message 
was clear and often persuasive. Cheatin' songs not only told 
the feelings of the audience, but they also had the power to 
change the audiences' way of looking at cheating (Rogers, 1989). 
With such a powerful tool of cornnunication, gatekeepers began 
to censor cheatin' songs. 
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The radio stations and recording companies acted as 
gatekeepers to keep the language vague. But by the late sixties 
and seventies the gatekeepers relaxed their control over the 
use of certain language. This allowed more realistic reasons 
to be offered for cheating. These included the excitement of 
the situation, the sensual gratification of the situation, the 
desire for a new lover, and the desire to alter a dull life 
(Rogers, 1989). 
As women began to write cheatin' songs, the interpretation 
of the woman's role was more clearly defined. A more realistic 
characterization of men began to develop. The other wanan took 
on some favorable qualities and the wife at home became indignant 
as well as sad. Women began to take on the same qualities as 
men and cheated for the same reasons. The woman's point of 
view began to be recognized. 
Being tempted to cheat songs 
Rogers (1989) categorized cheatin' songs as (a) being tempted 
to cheat, (b) attempting to cheat, (c) cheating, and (d) reacting 
to cheating. Sane examples of being tempted to cheat can be 
found in Reba McEntire's "You're the First Time I Thought About 
Leaving" 
You're the first time I thought about leavin' 
and I really don't know what I'll do. 
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You're the first time I thought about leavin' him 
I've never known someone like you. 
(Lee & Chater, 1982). and "Only In My Mind." In these songs 
she admits that she is tempted to cheat on her lover. She is 
able to resist the temptation on her own. But sometimes there 
is a request for the seducer to keep them from the temptation. 
Janie Fricke asks for such help in "Please Help Me I'm Falling." 
She finds herself falling prey to temptation and pleads for 
help in resisting. 
Please help me, I'm falling in love with you 
Close the door to temptation, don't let me walk through 
Turn away from me, darling, I'm beggin' you to 
Please help me, I'm falling in love with you. 
(Blair & Robertson, 1960). After being tempted to cheat, these 
songs end with resistance or attempted resistance to the seduction 
(Rogers, 1989). 
Attempting to cheat songs 
Attempting to cheat, however, gives a different message. 
This conmunication begins after the battle of resistance is 
lost. Affairs are generally justified by retaliation or by 
boredom or lack of excitement. Loretta Lynn speaks of cheating 
on her husband because he has cheated on her in "I'm Going to 
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Put the Big Old Hurt on You." She even goes as far as telling 
him about it when she gets home. The Kendalls also speak of 
cheatin', not out of revenge, but just for the fun of it, in 
"Heaven's Just A Sin Away." There is no transference of blame 
and no one is being hurt. The woman in the song is just singing 
about cheating for the fun of it. This particular song marks 
a milestone for the communication from women about cheating 
without guilt or remorse (Rogers, 1989). 
Cheating songs 
The third category Rogers (1989) mentions is the actual 
act of cheating. The first blatant cheatin' song to dominate 
country charts was Floyd Tillman's 1949 hit "Slipping Around" 
(Morthland, 1986). This early cheatin' song was rather l:x:)ld 
for its time as it described a specific cheatin' situation. 
But as in most early cheatin' songs the wrongdoer undergoes 
some punishment be it pangs of conscience or something more 
drastic. The answer song to "Slipping Around" finds the couple 
married, but the girl is not true to her husband ("The Country 
Songwriting, 1963). 
Other songs in this category include songs pleading to 
be let go. "Release Me" tells the story of a man asking his 
unloving wife to allow him to be with his new love. 
Please release me let me go. 
For I don't love you anymore. 
To waste our lives would be a sin. 
Release me and let me love again. 
(Miller, Williams, & Yount, 1954). 
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Marty Robbins finds himself, on the other hand, pleading with 
his lover to let him go so he can return to his loving wife 
in "Devil 'Wanan" (Rogers, 1989). 
Deception plays an important role in these songs as is 
evidenced in Conway Twitty's "Darling, You Know I Wouldn't Lie." 
"Yes Mr. Peters" is another example where deception plays an 
important role. This song introduces skillful lying and deliberate 
ambiguous language as a man speaks to his lover on the phone 
pretending she is his boss while his wife is in the room (Rogers, 
1989). 
Reacting to cheating songs 
The final category of cheatin' songs is reacting to cheating. 
Loretta Lynn reacts to her own cheating in "Another man Loved 
Me Last Night." She tells how a woman missed the warmth of 
a relationship she once had, but was able to find that same 
warmth with another man (Rogers, 1989). 
While he's sleeping well I'm crying here awake 
Not being loved was more than I could take 
Tho it was wrong there in his arms it seemed so right 
When another man loved me last night. 
Yes another man loved me last night 
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I'd almost forgotten what love was really like, 
But I'm only human, only a woman, 
I let another man love me last night. 
(Allen & Wells, 1970). 
Cheatin' songs are still a vital part of country music 
today. The carmunication attempts to articulate the feelings 
and ideas of the listeners, since many are unable or unwilling 
to do so for themselves (Rogers, 1989). Perhaps the listener 
has cheated or has just thought about cheating. Either way, 
the listener uses the music to carmunicate his or her feelings 
without having to reveal them to anyone. 
Livin' Songs 
The second category of lyrics defined by Rogers (1989) 
is Livin' songs. These songs are about everyday life and describe 
the way a person has lived, is living, or wishes to live. 
The way a person lived songs 
Loretta Lynn tells how she used to live in "Coal Miner's 
Daughter." This song reveals the hard times of her life growing 
up as a coal miner's daughter. Similar to this, Dolly Parton 
sings about how her mother made her a special coat out of rags 
in "Coat of Many Colors." 
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My coat of many colors that my mama made for me 
Made only from rags, but I wore so proudly. 
Although we had no money, I was rich as I could be 
In my coat of many colors my mama made for me. 
(Parton, 1969). More recently the Judds recorded "Grandpa (Tell 
Me 'Bout the Good Ole Days)" speaking about the way life used 
to be. 
The way a person is living songs 
other livin' songs speak about life today. Some deal with 
the general life style of the day while others deal with the 
specific social or economic conditions of life. Merle Haggard's 
"Okie from Muskogee" is a good example of a livin' song that 
tells two stories: first it describes the attitudes and behaviors 
of people in a small city in northeastern Oklahana, secondly 
this song more generally tells how sane people view the hippies 
who wear long hair and sandals. It also tells of the lack of 
understanding for rebellious college students who were more 
interested in political activities than in football, how group 
and public sex was frowned upon, how drugs were to be shunned 
and how drinking liquor was to be condoned (Rogers, 1989). 
We don't smoke marijuana in Muskogee 
And we don't take our trips on L.S.D. 
And we don't burn our draft cards down on Main Street 
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But we like living right and being free. 
And I'm proud to be an okie from Muskogee. 
A place where even squares can have a ball. 
We still wave 01' Glory down at the Court House, 
White lightning's still the biggest thrill of all. 
We don't make a party out of loving, 
But we like holding hands and pitching too. 
We don't let our hair grow long and shaggy 
Like hippies out in San Francisco do. 
Leather boots are still in style if a man needs footwear, 
Beads and ranan Sandals "WOn't be seen. 
Footballs still the roughest thing on campus, 
And kids here still respect the College Dean. 
(Haggard & Burris, 1969). 
The way a person wishes to live songs 
Other livin' songs speak more simply about small towns 
and getting "back to the basics of love" ("Luckenbach Texas") 
or "A Country Boy Can Survive" and "Country State of Mind" by 
Hank Williams, Jr. These songs rejoice in the small town ideals 
(Rogers, 1989). 
The econcmic difficulties of life can be seen in Waylon 
Jennings' "Workin' Man Blues" or Merle Haggard's "If We make 
It Thru December" or the popular Alabama song "40 Hour Week." 
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More specifically livin' songs can deal with a particular job 
such as truckin'. "Convoy" is probably the best known truckin' 
song. The lyrics describe a good ole boy who violates the law 
because he can't afford to pay a fine. A caravan of truckers 
and other vehicles join in his protest. This song is a retaliation 
against the law, much like the outlaw music, allowing a number 
of people to canmit several illegal acts without being caught 
or punished (Rogers, 1989). 
But being caught and punished can also be the theme for 
a livin' song. "I'm The Only Hell My Marrm:l. Ever Raised" by 
Johnny Paycheck or Merle Haggard's "Mamna Tried" are good examples 
of prison songs. WOmen were generally not mentioned in these 
songs except as mothers. One rare exception is "The Legend 
of Bonnie and Clyde." Here Bonnie is actually one of the good 
ale boys (Rogers, 1989). 
Bonnie was a waitress in a small cafe, 
Clyde, he was a rounder that took her away. 
They both robbed and killed until both of them died, 
So goes the legend of Bonnie and Clyde. 
(Haggard & Owens, 1968). 
Livin' songs are a very broad category for country music. 
Rogers (1989) almost uses it as a catch all category. He includes 
in the category songs about family, being a country entertainer, 
or philosophical views of life. 
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Rogers (1989) concludes this chapter of his book with sane 
generalization about country music lyrics. He notes that drinking 
is of ten mentioned in love songs as a reaction to or a cause 
of a hurt. He also says drinking is a specific behavior for 
good ole boys and drinking is usually used to dull a pain or 
to persuade saneone to get into the proper mood for other social 
or antisocial activities. Rogers' (1989) study is the most 
in depth study about country music 1 yrics. However, others 
have carrnented on the lyrical content of country music. Lewis 
(1991, p. 103) says "country songs reflect the everyday trials, 
troubles, hopes, fears, and dreams of their audience." The 
corrmunication generally revolves around topics of hane and family, 
patriotism, work, liquor, and the passing of the good old days 
and often only the title is needed to know what the entire "word 
-movie" is all about (Lewis, 1991). 
But even with such simplicity, country music has managed 
to stay alive and popular. Malone (1968) notes the reason this 
music has remained vital to its audience is because it 
mirrors the social mores of a broad stratum of people, 
thus both reflecting and shaping their values ••• In thousands 
of hanes, churches, cafes, taverns, auditoriums, dance 
halls, and radio stations, the music ••• gives evidence of 
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being the chief cultural staple of a large group of people 
who can neither understand nor accept any other fonn ••• Country 
music ••• is a manner of viewing or reflecting life. To 
many people it has been a way of life itself (pp. 359-361). 
So people will continue to listen to country music and the message 
it corrmunicates. 
This leads us to the channel with which people receive 
the country music message. In the beginning the message was 
corrmunicated in small rural groups. It was a very family oriented 
fonn of carmunication. But the channel that propelled country 
music to fame was the radio. With the advent of radio, countless 
numbers of country shows and jamboree-type shows popped up on 
radio stations throughout the country. The first major radio 
show was the "National Barn Dance" at WLS in Chicago in the 
early twenties. Soon to follow was Nashville's WSM station 
broadcasting the "Grand Ole Opry" ("The Country Songwriting," 
1963). 
Radio helped expose country music to a large population 
in order to gain acceptance and sell records. This channel, 
recordings, began when Thanas Edison patented the first recording 
equip:nent in the United States. But it was the recording of 
Fiddlin' John carson in June of 1923 that is generally recognized 
as the beginning of corrmercial country music. Records were 
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a good business. Even the Depression did not stop people from 
buying country music records. During this time country records 
held their markets better than most other music. In 1979 country 
music became the second most popular genre of music sold (Rogers, 
1983) and today it is the most popular (Painton, 1992). In 
1961, according to the Country Music Association, only 81 stations 
in the United States prograrrmed country full-time. By 1981 
this number increased to 1,785 and by 1987 the number was 2,212 
(Rogers, 1989). 
Recordings led to another channel of corrmunication for 
country music, the juke box. This is no longer a very popular 
channel of carmunication, but at one time the juke box was very 
popular (Rogers, 1983). 
The most profitable channel of corrmunication for the country 
artist is the live performance (Rogers, 1983). The personal 
appearance is more than singing to a live audience. It is used 
to promote the artists talent and his/her recordings. Once 
again the artist wants to corrmunicate emotions that prompt the 
listener to seek out and purchase his/her records. Generally, 
country singers are known for singing to their audience, not 
at them. They also have a tendency to talk to them after a 
concert. This solidifies the interpersonal nature of the country 
music message (Rogers, 1989). 
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The newest channels of corrmunication are movies and television 
(Rogers, 1983). Movies such as Coal Miner's Daughter and SWeet 
Dreams recount the lives of popular country artists Loretta 
Lynn and Patsy Cline. Other movies such as The Gambler bring 
the lyrics of a song to life in film. Movies and acting are 
becoming new ways that country artists can expose themselves 
and their music to a larger audience. Television, however, 
is a faster form of carrnunication. The Nashvill·e Network is 
able to expose a large population to new and old artists alike. 
Country videos are also becaning a big craze much like MIV. 
With this craze, it is interesting to note who the receiver 
of country music is. It was once rumored that country music 
listeners were uncultured, unintelligent, unsophisticated, 
uneducated, and unwashed (Rogers, 1989). This is no longer 
considered true. Today country music has been spurred into 
success by the baby boorners. By their sheer demographic weight, 
the nation's 76 million baby beaners continue to determine 
America's musical preferences. And what America currently prefers 
is country (Painton, 1992). 
The next stage in the corrmunication process is feedback. 
The writer may receive feedback fran friends, publishers, and 
singers. The singer may receive feedback fran the record producer 
and the band. Indirectly they both receive feedback fran the 
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listening audience by how well the song is accepted and purchased 
or played by the public. The results can be seen in the fonn 
of record sales and on trade charts. These charts, however, 
are not always accurate. The numbers may not be recorded properly 
or deception may take place when the one recording the numbers 
favors one artist over another. Regardless, this is how the 
industry keeps up on current hits in the market. The major 
sources for these charts can be found in Billboard and Cashbox 
(Whetrnore, 1991). 
The final stage of the corrmunication process is the discussion 
of gatekeepers. The first gatekeeping function of the recording 
companies relates to the length and content of the message. 
The message should be an average of three minutes and be suitable 
for airplay. If it is not suitable for airplay, the gatekeepers 
at the radio stations may not play the recording (Rogers, 1989). 
In 1982 K.T. Oslin's "Younger Men", a story about older men 
being unable to satisfy women sexually, was not accepted by 
radio stations and was not heard by many until it was released 
on her 1987 album (Hurst, 1987). But some artists are able 
to overcome such gatekeepers, such as Loretta Lynn. Her release 
of "The Pill" was banned by several radio stations and only 
achieved success because of her popularity (Rogers, 1989). 
Loretta Lynn begins each verse stating what the man has done 
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to offend her and follows with her solution to the problem. 
I'm tired of all you crown' 'bout how you and your hens 
play; 
While holdin' a couple in my arms and another on the way; 
This chicken done tore up her nest, and I'm ready to make 
a deal; 
And you can't afford to turn it down, 'cause you know I've 
got the pill. 
This incubator is overused, because you kept it filled; 
But the feeling comes easy now, since I've got the pill; 
It's gettin' dark, it's roosting time, tonight's too good 
to be real; 
And daddy don't you worry none, 'cause Mama's got the pill. 
(Allen, McHan & Bayless, 1973). 
An artist may also experience gatekeepers during a live 
performance. The audience expects to hear certain hits, so 
the perfonner does not have total control over the content of 
the concert material. Even altering a song for perfonnance 
may not settle well with the audience, thereby restricting the 
artist to perfonn the song as it was recorded (Rogers, 1989). 
And with this, the carmunication process is completed. 
The source, generally the performer, cannunicates a message 
in three minutes that is relative to everyday life and its trials 
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and tribulations. This message is communicated live or 
electronically to a large and faithful audience who gives feedback 
through record sales and song requests. And if all goes well, 
the gatekeepers will allow the music to be heard and appreciated 
by a large population. Tnat has proven to be the fact today 
as Country Music has gainej great popularity for both male and 
female artists. But have men and women always shared such equal 
success? Or was Country Music once just a man's career? 
Women's Role in Country Music 
Traditionally country music was sung by men and the lyrics 
were written from a man's point of view. Women were often token 
members of the band and were not taken seriously as musicians 
(Schabtzle, Fischer, & Forbes, 1993). They were there only 
to add variety and spice to the ensemble (Macon, 1975). However, 
several women in the history of country music have paved the 
way for a greater acceptance of "WOIDen in country music. 
The first "WOIDen to branch out as country music soloists 
were the famous cowgirls of the 1930s and 1940s: Patsy Montana 
and Dale Evans to name the most well known (Gentry, 1968). 
Like most western singers, Patsy Montana wasn't a real cowpoke, 
but the western image fit her well. She started out on the 
West Coast before she wrote "I Wanna Be a Cowboy's sweetheart." 
This "1935 recording became the first legitimate hit for a woman 
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in country music" (Gentry, 1968, p. 114). The Girls of the 
Golden West were also popular in the 1930s. These two Illinois 
sisters dressed like cowgirls and claimed to be from Muleshoe, 
Texas on the advice of their agent. Their western hannonies 
and duet yodels were featured on Midwestern stations during 
the 1930s and 1940s (Gentry, 1968). 
The 1950s brought more female soloists to the country music 
charts with Kitty Wells at the lead. Kitty Wells is responsible 
for modernizing traditional country music and women's place 
in the country music world. This thirty-three-year-old mother 
of three became a hit in 1952 with "It Wasn't God Who M:ide Honky 
-Tonk Angels" (Oermann, 1988). 
But this honky-tonk country singer did not live the life 
of the music she sang. She was chaperoned. by her husband durin:r 
her whole career while she sang about the new independence for 
women. She lived her life according to the old ideals as much 
as was possible with her career. However, her music spoke of 
the victimized woman or resisting temptation. Her songs expressed 
a wide range of emotions, but whether passing judgment on her 
weaker sisters, admitting her own moral weakness, or taking 
a critical glance at the whole honky-tonk life-style, she sang 
and corrmunicated a message from a f.ernale point of view ( Oermann, 
1988). 
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Kitty Wells was famous for singing answer songs. This 
was a song that would answer a male song such as "Paying for 
That Back Street Affair" was to answer Webb Pierce's "Back Street 
Affair", or "My Cold Cold Heart is Melted Now" replied to Hank 
Williams' "Cold Cold Heart" (Oermann, 1988). These songs gave 
wanen a chance to answer the male lyrics they had been listening 
to for years without being in a position to respond. 
The late 1950s brought another female great into country 
music. She not only opened the door wider for female country 
singers, she made the Nashville Sound a phase in country music 
that will be synonymous with her name eternally: Patsy Cline. 
Unlike Kitty Wells, Patsy Cline was a brassy lady ready to fight 
for what was hers, even before you gave it to her (Nassour, 
1989). She lived the life Kitty Wells only sang about, but 
Patsy Cline sang melodic heart material instead of honky-tonk 
music. Her greatest hits included the soft torch sound of "Sweet 
Dreams", "Crazy", and "Walkin' After Midnight" (Oermann, 1988). 
She was the major cause of the acceptance of the Nashville Sound 
as she became one of the first female country singers to cross 
over onto the pop charts (Grayden, 1979). 
As country music began to divide and folk music found its 
place on the charts, women began to seek solo careers. Loretta 
Lynn, Tanrny Wynette, and Linda Ronstadt were the forerunners 
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during this era in country music. Loretta Lynn made many strides 
for women in country music. She canbined a traditional country 
sound with a very sophisticated understanding of walking the 
line between a progressive and traditional woman (Brown, 1986). 
"She is not patronizing toward men, nor does she hide her head 
in shame" (Brown, 1986, p. 101). 
Some of her lyrics were controversial, like "The Pill", 
but most of her songs were simple in character while having 
a slightly deeper meaning than one might initially perceive. 
This is done through the use of vague language that can be 
interpreted in many ways. As mentioned earlier, the country 
music writer has mastered successful canmunication techniques 
to get their message heard. The words may be simple, but they 
carry great emotion and depth. Loretta Lynn had mastered this 
technique. 
Loretta Lynn found success within the context of the words 
she sang; they were contemporary lyrics, yet they retained the 
sense of country roots. Different in style, Tanmy Wynette made 
her position in country music by singing songs that were 
traditional in attitude but contemporary in subject matter. 
Songs like "Stand By Your Man" and "The Ways to Love a Man" 
revealed the traditional female role in country music. Tammy 
Wynette was proclaiming a traditional male-daninated view of 
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her position as a woman through the lyrics she carmunicated. 
This gave her success in country music (Brown, 1986). 
By the 1970s female artists were no longer scarce. Donna 
Fargo, Lynn Anderson, Jeannie c. Riley, Crystal Gayle, and Dolly 
Parton were a few of the women that pushed the door wide open 
for women in country music. This was a time when wanen took 
charge of their careers. They were putting their own bands 
together, being their own boss, and making the rules (Schabtzle 
et al., 1993). They demanded respect and received it. 
This is apparent when we compare male and female hits listed 
by Billboard, one of the most widely used sources of top hits 
in the nation weekly and yearly. The top country singles of 
each year can be found in this log dating as far back as 1946. 
Women, however, are not present until 1952 with Kitty Well's 
hit "It Wasn't God Who Made Honky-Tonk Angels." The boa:n for 
women can be seen in the early 1970s featuring 34% of the top 
Insert Figure 1 about here 
hits being female. This may sound like a low percentage, however, 
between 1950 and 1989 the next highest percentage only reaches 
26%. 
The late 1970s brought a boom for women in the top ten 
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of country music for each year between 1950 and 1989. In 1979 
Anne Murray, Dolly Parton, Barbara Mandrell, and Crystal Gayle 
Insert Figure 2 about here 
had hits in the top ten. This did not happen again until 1986 
when Rosanne cash, The Judds, Reba McEntire, and Judy Rodman 
had top ten hits. 
The 1980s brought even more respect for warren. Female 
artists such as Barbara Mandrell, The Judds, and Reba McEntire 
were going strong. They were speaking for wanen and about women. 
Their focus was to try to get away from the victim songs and 
sing about other facets of life and women's lives (Schabtzle 
et al., 1993). 
women have gone through many changes during the growth 
of country music. They have become more independent, more 
educated, and more outspoken in their lyrical conrnunication 
(Painton, 1992). They are not only more educated scholastically 
than in earlier years, but they are also more educated about 
the country music business and the potential that lies within 
the profession. 
women will sing about heartbreaks, but they will also rejoice 
in their sexual independence and ponder their opportunities. 
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K.T. Oslin's work is busy warning lovers that women are chronically 
fickle, are having careers while their ex-husbands have custody 
of the children, or are just plain contemplating the legacy 
of their past revolts. Trisha Yearwood sings about a woman 
with such a sense of autonomy that she demands men be sensitive 
enough to cry but not be clingy. Reba McEntire sings about 
a too early marriage being no occasion for whining, instead 
the woman goes back to college to get a degree (Painton, 1992). 
Women, along with country music, have had a struggle through 
music history. But just as country music is at an all time 
high, so are women in country music. The opportunity for wcrnen 
to sing about women's issues and feelings is more assessable 
than ever. The acceptance of women in this profession has never 
been stronger and it continues to build. As this phenomenon 
grows, it is interesting to see how the lyrical content has 
changed over the years for female country artists. 
Women's Corrmunication in Country Music 
Women were not prevalent as soloists in country music until 
the 1950s. This is evident when searching for female top country 
hits through the Billboard Charts and the Country ~usic Awards 
winners list. The Billboard Charts date as far back as 1946 
listing between 18 and 30 hits for each year until 1955 and 
then listing between 50 and 100 top hits for each year to the 
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present. This collection of top hits does not show a female 
hit until 1952 with Kitty Wells' hit "It Wasn't God Who Made 
Honky-Tonk Angels." The next female hit is not until 1955 with 
another Kitty Wells' hit "Making Believe." 
The Country Music Awards dates as far back as 1967 honoring 
men and women for their contributions to country music. The 
different categories include Entertainer of the Year, Song of 
the Year, Female Vocalist of the Year, Male Vocalist of the 
Year, Album of the Year, Single of the Year, Vocal Group of 
the Year, Vocal Event of the Year, Horizon ~ward, Vocal Duo 
of the Year, Musician of the Year, and Music Video of the Year. 
For the purpose of this study, studying the lyrical content 
of top female vocalist's hits, Single of the Year was of the 
greatest interest. However, between 1967 and 1989 there were 
only four female soloist singles honored. These hits were "Harper 
Valley P.T.A." by Jeannie C. Riley, "The Happiest Girl in the 
Whole U.S.A." by Donna Fargo, "Why Not Me" by The Judds, and 
"Eighteen Wheels and a Dozen Roses" by Kathy Mattea. 
Due to the small amount of information supplied by the 
Country Music Awards, this study will use as its source of female 
performers lyrical content the Billboard Top Country Hits for 
each year between 1950 and 1989. These years were chosen because 
women were not a soloist part of country music until 1950 and 
1989 made it an even 40 year study. 
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Popular female soloist songs f ran each decade will be 
highlighted in this section to show how the lyrics have changed 
during this forty year period. Content analysis will show 
stereotypical roles and behaviors. It will also emphasize the 
attitudes expressed towards situations, the people in these 
situations, and the behaviors found in their actions. The study 
will begin with Kitty Wells and her famous 1952 hits "It Wasn't 
God Who M3de Honky-Tonk Angels." 
A bold song for 1952, Kitty Wells sings about how men are 
to blame for broken hearts and good girls doing wrong. 
It wasn't God who made honky-tonk angels 
As you said in the words of your song; 
Too many times married men think they're still single; 
That has caused many a good girl to go wrong. 
(Miller, 1952). She expresses an attitude against men hurting 
wanen emotionally and then blaming the warren. She tells how 
a woman will trust a man only to be hurt by his cheating and 
lying. These were very strong words of expression for the 1950s 
being delivered by a woman. This song has no action, just a 
reminiscent quality. 
Patsy Cline was Kitty Wells' canpetition and Patsy sang 
her way to the top of the charts in 1957 with "Walkin' After 
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Midnight." As stated earlier, Patsy Cline and Kitty Wells do 
not sing about the same thing. While Kitty Wells sings about 
the rough life; Patsy Cline sings a melodic song about a search 
for lost love. 
I go out walkin' after midnight 
Out in the moonlight, just like we used to do. 
I'm always walkin' after midnight 
Searchin' for you. 
(Hecht & Block, 1956). This relationship song speaks of an 
undying love for ~ man. The woman in this song is searching 
with a heart filled with hope that she will find her man. Patsy 
Cline had a knack for bringing the words she sang to life through 
her emotional delivery. With her rendition of this song, the 
longing of a woman to find her true love can be felt with every 
phrase. 
Patsy Cline's success continues as she carries us into 
the 1960s with "I Fall To Pieces" (1961), "She's Got You" (1962), 
and "Sweet Dreams" (1963). All these songs speak of losing 
a love and missing him. These love songs are depictive of Faded 
Love songs where a story is told about a past relationship or 
a story that relates a passive and hopeless tale of longing 
and despondency. 
But as the 1960s progress, so does the message women sing 
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about in country music. In 1966 Loretta Lynn hit the charts 
with "You Ain't wanan Enough." This is a story about a wcxnan 
who is not going to let another woman take her man. She stands 
f inn and lets the other woman know her position. 
You've cane to tell me sanething you say I ought to know 
That he don't love me anymore, and I'll have to let him 
go. 
You say you're gonna take him, but I don't think that you 
can 
•cause you ain't woman enough to take my man. 
(Lynn, 1965). This song gives women a chance to talk back to 
the other woman or the devil woman. The woman in the song takes 
verbal action against the other woman hoping she will realize 
her inadequacy to take this man. 
Rounding up the 1960s, Tarrmy Wynette sings about divorce 
in her 1968 hit "D-I-V-0-R-C-E." 
Our D-I-V-0-R-C-E becanes final today, 
Me and little J-0-E will be going away. 
I love you both and this will be pure H-E-double-1 
for me; 
Oh, I wish that we could stop this D-I-V-0-R-C-E. 
(Braddock & Putman, 1968). The song tells the story of the 
hurt and pain she is feeling and how her son doesn't understand 
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what is happening. Her attitude toward the situation is one 
of disbelief and pain. Although there is no action taken to 
end the pain of the divorce, it is apparent she wishes that 
she could. 
The 1970s brings a growth of female soloists on the Billboard 
Charts. They have much to rejoice about and in 1972 Donna Fargo 
hit big with her Happy 1.ove Song "The Happiest Girl in the Whole 
U.S.A." The song begins a beautiful day with the one you love 
before each of you go off to work. This song reflects a time 
when both parties of a relationship work and life is full of 
love and happiness. Tnis couple shares all facets of life and 
takes the time to be happy with each little thing that they 
do. 
You make the coffee I'll make the bed 
I'll fix your lunch and you fix mine. 
Now tell me the truth 
Do these old shoes look funny, honey 
It's almost time. 
Now you be careful, gotta go, love you. 
Have a beautiful day and 
Kiss the Happiest Girl in the Whole U.S.A. 
(Fargo, 1971). 
By the mid-seventies a new voice hit the charts, that of 
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Crystal Gayle. Her 1975 hit "Wrong Road Again" tells the story 
of a woman that continues to be with a man that has proven to 
do her wrong every time. She knows it is wrong, but is unable 
to control her feelings. She takes no action to change her 
situation. She follows this hit with her 1976 hit "I'll Get 
over You" stating that it may be difficult, but she will take 
some action to get over this love and be good as new. 
Sometimes I think I love you still 
Wonder if I always will 
Love for you's so hard to kill 
But I'll get over you. 
(Leigh, 1979). 
Her 1977 hit "Don't It Make My Brown Eyes Blue" tells a 
sad love story about losing someone, taking the blame, and asking 
the loved one to say it isn't true that he has decided to leave 
because of what she did. 
I didn't mean to treat you bad, 
Didn't know just what I had, 
But honey now I do, 
and don't it make my brown eyes blue. 
Tell me no secrets, tell me some lies, 
Give me no reasons, give me alibies. 
•rell me you love me and don't let me cry, 
Say anything but don't say goodbye. 
(Leigh, 1975). 
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Dolly Parton hit the charts in the late seventies with 
her hit "Here You Come Again." This song tells how just as 
she starts getting over this man, he walks back into her life 
again. 
Here you come again, 
Just when I've begun to get myself together 
You waltz right in the door 
Just like you've done before 
And wrap my heart 'round your little finger. 
(Weil & Mann, 1977). No action is taken to stop her e."TI.Otions 
from getting carried away, even though she knows it will be 
just like before. This message is much like Crystal Gayle's 
"Wrong Road Again." 
As women begin to demand attention for themselves, so does 
the message in their music. Christy Lane sings a poignant message 
in her 1980 hit "One Day at a Time." 
I'm only human, I'm just a woman. 
Help me believe in what I could be 
And all that I am. 
Show me the stairway, I have to climb. 
Lord, for my sake, teach me to take 
One day at a time. 
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(Wilkin & Kristofferson, 1973). Christy expresses an attitude 
of need. She speaks of warren in general needing strength fran 
God to help them get through what each day may bring them. 
And sanetimes that next day brings the suspicion of another 
woman in the life of her man. Sylvia addresses this issue in 
her 1982 hit "Nobody." She lets her husband know that she suspects 
another woman and she is going to take action to prove to him 
that she can love him better. 
Your nobody called today. 
She hung up when I asked her name. 
Well, I wonder, does she think she's clever? 
You say nobody's after you. 
The fact is what you say is true; 
But I can love you like nobody can, 
Even Better. 
(Fleming & Dennis, 1986). 
Closing out the decade is a song about love entitled "Let 
Me Tell You About Love" perfonned by The Judds. This song begins 
back with Adam and Eve and the Garden of F.den and ends with 
love as we know it today. This song tells the story of the 
evolution of love and the strong need for it in society. 
The world would be in a dreadful fix, 
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If it wasn't for the love between cats and chicks. 
This world wouldn't amount to much 
Without a hug, a kiss, and a tender touch. 
Let me tell you alxJut love, 
About the moon and stars alxJve. 
It's what we've all been dreaming of. 
Let me tell you alxJut love. 
(Kennerly, Maher, & Perkins, 1989). 
This is an appropriate song to end this study with, for 
as we look back at the type of songs com:nonly sung by wcmen 
we find they are songs alxJut love and relationships. This is 
certainly true of country music in general as it is a large 
category with many subcategories as listed by Jimnie Rogers 
and discussed earlier. As I looked through the BilllxJard top 
hits list, I found 95% of female songs were alxJut relationships 
with men and sane with children and being a mother. The roles 
are either of joy, disparity, or of a vengeance to get back 
at the one causing conflict. 
As wanen begin to express themselves through lyrics, their 
messages becane lxJlder and they begin to sing alxJut relationships 
fran a new point of view. Instead of hearing how a man is torn 
between two wanen, we begin to hear how these women feel alxJut 
a man making such a decision. Women begin to find themselves 
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in the same cheating situations and they are expressing their 
emotions. wanen are beginning to express a need to fight for 
their man or a need to let their man go. 
Conclusion 
Country music has come a long way. It is no longer solely 
a man's world with a man's point of view and a man's voice. 
It is also a world where W'allen can express their emotions and 
give society a chance to hear what they have to say through 
their own voices. Perhaps a wanan singing about her pain or 
joy hits home with W'allen more than a man singing about the same 
thing. The female voice makes the lyrics more personal and 
believable in a wanan's world. 
Suggestion for Further Research 
With the recent growth in the acceptance of country music, 
there is a great deal to be explored in the lyrical content. 
The last three years alone would make a great study showing 
the changes of both male and female lyrical content. It "WOuld 
also be interesting to study the writers of country lyrics and 
note the change, if any, in the ratio of men to W'allen and what 
they write about and who sings their lyrics. Finally, the 
persuasive effect of country music lyrics would make an interesting 
study. Can the lyrics be strong enough to change a persons 
view point or persuade them to feel better or worse about a 
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situation? Country music is a vast field of carmunication just 
waiting to be researched. 
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Figure 1. The percentage of wanen to men in the Country Music 
Billboard charts fran 1950 to 1989. 
Figure 2. The number of different women appearing in the top 
ten Country Music Billboard charts fran 1950 to 1989. 
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